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How does stuff get in to TigerPrints?

Generate batch upload Spreadsheets
Generate metadata and format as per the SCDL Application Profile
Collaborate with lab to digitize Special Collections Material
Faculty member wants to publish a journal
Faculty member wants to archive a conference
Harvest from existing sources
Consultation: Design/functionality
Harvest any existing content
Implement Design
Run scripts to sanitize most metadata (degree name, department, discipline)
Receive ETD XML and files from Proquest
Consultations:
- How to negotiate publication agreements
- Copyright restrictions
- Benefits of Openness
Request Manuscripts from Faculty
Faculty submits CV to us
We clear copyright on each publication
Request Permissions from publisher
Obtain Permission from Faculty
Collect content from external sources
Teachable Moment!
Student or faculty submit an individual manuscript
Faculty Submit Manuscripts To us if available
Upload version of record if permissible
Upload Content to the appropriate series
Faculty Submit Manuscripts To us if available
Teachable Moment!
Create Online Learning Objects

Outreach and Educational Efforts

Workshops and Presentations:
- Rights Management
- Copyright
- Open Access
- Metrics

Consultations:
- How to negotiate publication agreements
- Copyright restrictions
- Benefits of Openness

Extras!
- Create SW Page
- Provide Training
- Collaborate with SCDL (TP Harvest)